Compliance Stamp of
Approval

Don’t forget to…

Ask Before You Act!!!

Julie Chambers earns the Compliance Office “Stamp of
Approval” this month for referring a potential rules prob-
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NCAA Recruiting Cabinet Supports
Unlimited Phone Calls (Proposal)

lem regarding student-athlete employment on to the
Compliance Office for review. Julie shows constant efforts and awareness concerning the rules not only regarding financial aid, but also many other areas within the
department. We appreciate all you do in helping ensure

Compliance Staff
BYU Athletics

the regulations are met and we thank you for making it a
part of your daily job! Thank you for your help in this
isolated example as well as for making the whole process

Visit us on the internet at

much easier on Compliance and all of our coaches!!

byucougars.com/
compliance

evaluation period, which
runs from Oct. 6, 2009

and Binghamton assistant

until March 31, 2010.

Binghamton University

Marc Hsu spoke to Notre

Adam Sanft
315 SAB
422-2047

dismissed six players from

Dame Prep guards Michael

Broadus denied speaking

the team and the school’s

Glenn and Antoine Myers

to Glenn and Myers when

athletic director resigned,

on Tuesday—the first day

reached Friday morning.

Jennifer Funkhouser
307 SAB
422-6962

and in the midst of an ex-

of the evaluation period.

ternal investigation into

During a dead period, these two things (as

What are ______________

sible.

not take place during an

dance and confirmed by
the two recruits, Broadus

*Email or detach this portion and give to Compliance by 5:00 p.m Nov 30th to be entered in a drawing to win gift cards from
the Compliance Office!

referred to in the newsletter) remain permis-

multiple coaches in atten-

October 11, 2009

Less than two weeks after

Chad Gwilliam
316 SAB
422-1875

This is JEOPARDY!

$200

Fox Sports on MSN—

Inside this issue:

“I couldn’t believe it,” said

a workout and that was

men’s basketball coach

one assistant coach in at-

it,” Broadus said. “I

Kevin Broadus violated

tendance. “He (Broadus)

talked to the coach about

NCAA rules when he spoke

was leaving and he took

setting up a visit.”

to a pair of recruits on

the two kids down the

Tuesday.

hallway up the stairs.

However, both players

They came out and both

confirmed that Broadus

Monday marked the final

kids had business cards in

spoke to them about

day of the contact period

their hands. I was

joining the program this

in which coaches were

shocked.”

past Tuesday.

NCAA rules state that in-

And later Friday, after

person contact with re-

Broadus had been ...

cruits at their school can-

cont P2 Recruiting

allowed to speak to recruits at their school.

$400
$600

A full-time BYU student may “tryout” for a
maximum of this many days.

What is ______________

Recruiting Cont.

However, according to
Tryout Process

2

What is ______________

Recruiting Calendar

2

following the initial date of the NLI signing.

Contacts after NLI

$800
$1000

2

A coach may make this number of phone calls
to a prospect on the day of and the two days

3

Coach Broadus had to self report a violation
because he contacted 2 prospects during what

What is ______________

kind of recruiting period?

This is Chad’s middle name. :) (Hint: it’s only
one letter)

What is ______________

13.02.4.4 Dead Period
Definitions of a “dead

when nothing is going

no comp admissions

period”:

on around campus?”

to prospects; no

(true story...people
Phone Calls

“I walked in and watched

the program, Binghamton

3

Q&A

3

Jeopardy

4

really said these things)
A) “The week of Halloween?”
B) “A period of time

C) “A period of time
when the athletic
teams are losing?”
D) “No contacts or
evaluations; no official or unofficial visits;

speaking or attending
banquets where there
are prospects; phone
calls and emails remain permissible.”
The correct answer is

D!
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...contacted by FOXSports.com,

Myers, one of the recruits, said of

It became a national story on

Binghamton announced it was self-

Broadus: “He was telling us on

Sept. 23 when Binghamton start-

reporting an NCAA violation.

Tuesday that he needed two guards

ing point was arrested and

in the backcourt. He wants us to

charged with selling and posses-

visit. He asked me if I heard any-

sion of crack cocaine.

athletic director, issued this statement: “Today, Coach Broadus
brought a potential NCAA infraction to my attention. The coach
reported contact with prospective

thing about the situation at Binghamton. I told him I didn’t. He
just told me it was a real bad accident.”

student-athletes that was then

Saturday night it was reported that

determined to constitute a level

the University had temporarily

one secondary violation of NCAA

barred its men’s basketball coaches

regulations. A self-report of the

from recruiting off campus.

violation was immediately submit-

Sports other than Women’s

(c) No on or off-campus contact

Basketball and Football—After

(including correspondence

the calendar day that a prospect

and telephone calls) made by

signs a National Letter of Intent

a booster except those in-

there shall be no limit on the

volving permissible pre-

number of contacts by the institu-

enrollment activities (e.g., a

Two days after he was kicked off

tion with which the prospect has

discussion of summer em-

the team, five more players were

signed. However, the following

ployment arrangements);

dismissed for reasons that still

conditions do apply:

haven’t been revealed.
Binghamton, which lost to Duke in
the first round of the NCAA tournament this past March, would have
been favored to repeat as America

Broadus’ recruiting practices have

East champions—but are now left

been called into question by The

with just seven scholarship play-

“We immediately placed corrective

New York Times in the past for tak-

ers.

actions on the coach and his staff.”

ing several at-risk players.

ted to the NCAA.

Cougar Compliance

(a) Any contact at the prospects

(d) Contact at the site of the

in addition to that contacts at the
educational institution are confined to the permissible periods

is confined to the permissible

Contact with the prospect’s

riod, such a contact is considered

contact period and shall not

relatives at the site of com-

one of the institution’s two per-

exceed one visit per week;

petition shall be permitted.

missible days at that institution.

(b) No in-person on or off-campus
contact during a DEAD period;

Women’s Basketball—There is
no limit on the number of con-

13.1.3.3 Exceptions Regarding Telephone Calls

tryout with a BYU athletics team

regarding this requirement.

(e.g., NCAA Eligibility Center. Etc.)

tion—Institutional coaching staff

prospect cancels, inclement

and the student must complete a

members may make unlimited

weather).

compliance education session

telephone calls to a prospect dur-

within 14 days of his or her first

ing the five days immediately pre-

tryout or before they participate in

ceding the prospect’s official visit.

a contest, whichever is first.

If, however, more than one phone

3) Be enrolled full-time at BYU.
After a student has been cleared for
tryouts, coaches have a maximum of
14 days in which to decide whether

call occurs and the prospect ends

(or not) to add the student to the

sent proof of a physical

roster. If a coach decides to have a

within the last year)—

student join the team, then the

Contact your Athletic Train-

Compliance Office must certify all

up not coming, the additional
phone calls shall result in a violation unless the reasons for the
prospect not coming are “beyond

November 2009 Recruiting Calendar

Basketball (Men’s & Women’s)
Nov 1‐8; 13‐30 Evaluation Period
Nov 9‐12 DEAD Period

b,c and d as listed above do apply

week. During the spring eval pe-

institutional control” (i.e., the

Baseball
Nov 1‐8 Contact Period
Nov 9‐12 DEAD Period
Nov 13‐30 Quiet Period

dent signs a NLI. However, letters

and shall not exceed one visit per

13.1.3.3.1 Official-Visit Excep-

2) Complete a physical (or pre-

number of contacts after the stu-

erned by Bylaw 13.1.7.2.

practice eligibility requirements

paperwork.

Football—There is no limit on the

prospects competition is gov-

ing Staff for further details

1) Complete the compliance

as listed above do apply.

education in men’s basketball

Students seeking to engage in a

quirements:

NLI. However, letters b,c and d

tacts after the student signs a

Tryout Process
must complete the following re-

Page 3

13.1.6.8 Contacts After NLI Signing

Recruiting...cont. from P1

James Norris, the school’s interim

Volume 3, Issue 9

Football
Nov 1‐28 Evaluation Period
Nov 29‐30 Contact Period
Soccer
Nov 1‐30 Contact Period
Softball
Nov 1‐8; 13‐25 Contact Period
Nov 9‐12 DEAD Period

Nov 26‐30 Quiet Period
Track and Field/CC
Nov 1‐22; 25‐30 Contact Period
Nov 23‐24 DEAD Period
All Other Sports
Nov 1‐9; 13‐30 Contact Period
Nov 9‐12 DEAD Period

initial signing date for the NLI.)
13.1.3.3.3 Has Signed NLI—
After the calendar day on which a

13.1.3.3.2 NLI Signing—

prospective student-athlete signs

Institutional coaching staff mem-

a National Letter of Intent, there

bers may make unlimited phone

shall be no limit on the number of

calls on the initial signing date and

telephone calls by the institution

two days immediately following

with which the prospective student

the initial signing date. (Football

-athlete has signed.

coaches may call 48 hours before
and 48 hours after 7 a.m. on the

Question and Answer…
Q: As a non-coaching athletic

telephone calls from prospects

versation with them, and that they

department staff member,

who have not signed a NLI

should contact the coaching staff

what should I do if a prospect

(exceptions for the institution’s

with questions. If you received a

(high school or college trans-

president, director of athletics,

message from a prospect, please do

fer who has not signed a NLI)

SWA, academic advisors and com-

not return the phone call, but sim-

calls me on the phone?

pliance coordinators do apply), if

ply pass the information along to

you answered the phone, politely

the coaching staff.

A: Because only coaching staff
members may make and receive

explain that per NCAA rules you
are not permitted to have a con-

